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the most popular and critically acclaimed virtual instrument of all time lets you recreate the ever-demanding classics with supreme authenticity and fidelity and features high-resolution samples of a steinway & sons soprano grand concert piano. but this
wasnt enough for steinway. with ivory new york, its evolved the ivory grand piano in a totally new direction that surpasses the best and includes bigger samples, midi, and true harmonic modeling. the machine parts, control surfaces, hammers, screws,

and strings are all modeled with stunning perfection to create a truly unique piano experience. the ivory grand concert is the game changer. this instrument is now the world standard for virtual piano recording with a combination of its sonic clarity,
stunning spatiality, authentic dynamic, and superior timbre. youll see the pedals look like a piano. youll hear where the strings are in the carat by the octave numbers. but best of all, youll get that glorious feeling of touching the strings of an authentic

piano! in fact, ivory new york is so close to the real piano, that you can hear the noises of adjustments and hammers as they strike the strings. in just a few days, a steinway technician monitors the ivory grand concert and adjusts and tests. its then
shipped to the recording engineer, who records them on the ivory grand concert itself. ivory2 is a 61 mb single file library with about 250mb of wav files for mac os and windows. http://www.onestopmusic.com/products/synthogy/piano/ ivory2 is a 61 mb
single file library with about 250mb of wav files for mac os and windows. ivory ii. the update comes with 64-bit aax that can be used in conjunction with pro tools 11 along with improvements to aax 32 vst, rtas, and. as a long-time ivory 1 and 2 user and
an accomplished classical pianist, ive discovered that there nothing more satisfying than this kawai mp11 fronting a macbook with ivory ii with a decent 24k interface and a great system, with the exception of a beautifully taken care of 7 grand. if youre
like me and have been waiting for the release of this software, but were not sure if youll need to spend the money that it comes with, this is the most comprehensive collection of piano-related samples theyve ever made. the software cannot be returned

after registration so please contact us for assistance regarding compatibility or the version.
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